
The use of tense/aspect in 
dialogue: first investigations



Background



The Time in Translation Project
PIs Post-DocsPhD

Many affiliated BA, MA and PhD students

...



Time in Translation

Write a semantics of the PERFECT.

> Five languages (3 Germanic, 2 Romance)

> Account for distribution at the 
sentence level, in narration and in 
dialogue.> Methodology: back and forth between 
theory and data

Translation Mining (corpus-
based) + native speaker 
experiments



Translation Mining in 
narratives



Basic intuition

la grammaire est un système où tout se tient

Understanding the PERFECT 
requires us to understand the 
tense/aspect systems of languages 
in their entirety… 



Translation Mining

Data from translation corpora allow 
us to compare tense/aspect 
systems of languages and study 
them in detail.
Example : translations of Camus’ 
L’Étranger, Chapter 1 
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Translation Mining

Using data from translation corpora 
to compare tense/aspect systems 
of languages and study them in 
detail.
Example : translations of Camus’ 
L’Étranger, Chapter 1 

> Bigger picture but also strong 
grip on the data



FRENCH





Translation Mining

Using data from translation corpora 
to compare tense/aspect systems 
of languages and study them in 
detail.
Example 1: translations of Camus’ 
L’Étranger, Chapter 1 

> Sliding scale

> Bigger picture but also strong 
grip on the data



English < Spanish < Dutch < German < French

English Spanish Dutch German French

Hij ging naar 
buiten, kwam 
weer terug en 
zette stoelen 
neer.

Ze hebben het 
deksel er op 
gedaan, maar 
ik moet het 
losschroeven 
om u in de 
gelegenheid te 
stellen uw 
moeder te 
zien.

Ik wilde moeder meteen zien.Ik heb 
uw 
moeders 
map 
doorgele
zen.

Het gesticht 
ligt twee 
kilometer 
buiten het 
dorp. Ik ben 
er te voet 
heen 
gegaan.



Exploring dialogue







417 verbs in longer dialogues389 verbs in longer dialogues

60% is present oriented 36% is present oriented



Storyline in dialogue

Splitting up dialogue further
141 verbs in ‘storyline’

77 verbs in ‘pure dialogue’



And what can we say about dialogue?

English77 verbs

18 perfects

59 simple pasts

Same contexts as in Camus (= 
those known from the literature 
on sentence-level uses)

Dutch 77 verbs

12 simple presents

33 simple pasts

30 perfects



And what can we say about dialogue?

Dutch

12 simple presents

33 simple pasts

30 perfects

" Maar ik hoorde u een paar 
dagen geleden snikken - ik 
*dacht* dat Sneep u 
bedreigde ... "

‘ But I heard you a few days 
ago , sobbing - I *thought* 
Snape was threatening you ... ’

He already knew - he just 
said , “ Harry *'s* *gone* 
after him , hasn 't he ? ” and 
hurtled off to the third floor . 
’

Hij wist alles al . Hij zei alleen : ' 
Harry *is* achter hem aan , hè ? ' 
en rende direct naar de derde 
verdieping . "

‘ You *let* the troll in ? ’" *Hebt* u die trol *binnengelaten* ? "



Envoi



Questions

French? Spanish? German?

Why are languages the way they are?

English has only one tense it can use to talk 
about the past.

Dutch has two and chooses the simple past for 
states and the present perfect for events but only 
in dialogue.

(extended now theories of the perfect)

Does the semantics of the perfect vary?

Does the semantics of the simple past vary?

Are we dealing with two ways of 
optimizing over semantically 
identical tenses?
How does the dialogue/storyline 
distinction come into play?



Thanks for your attention!
And visit us at https://time-in-translation.hum.uu.nl/
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